
 
 



 
 

- Check the list of lab contacts (shipment>Manage shipping addresses>List). If none are 
present create one at shipment>Manage shipping addresses>Add new. The lab contact 
is the contact of your lab/Institution (Fig. 4). 

 

- Protein declaration: Check if your protein has been previously declared in EXI 
(Proteins&Crystals>List). If needed add new ones (Proteins&Crystals>Add new 
protein) (Name and acronym) (Fig. 5). This step is not mandatory for dewar 
shipping and can be added afterwards when declaring the samples (see Fig.15). 
 

 
 

- Create a new shipment: To do that go to shipment in the upper menu and press 
Shipment>Add new (Fig. 6) 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 

- Insert your samples by hand. If you drag with the mouse by clicking on the edge of a 
corner of a shell, the rest are autocompleted. Also you can add a new sample from the 
“Add sample” blue button. Keep in mind that Protein+sample name must be unique 
for the whole proposal, i.e. the combination Protein+sample name cannot be repeated 
in any of your previous beamtimes otherwise you will get an error from the application 
(Fig. 15). 

 

- A second option for loading your samples is the use of  a CSV template through the tab 
“Import from CSV” (next to the “Add parcel” tab) and filling the different fields of the 
file (a example.csv template is available for download). It is not required to fill 
everything but there are several mandatory fields. Information in columns A to F is 
mandatory (Fig. 16). 

 

- After loading the samples, you will see all of them in EXI. Keep in mind that 
Protein+sample name must be unique for the whole proposal, i.e. the 
combination Protein+sample name cannot be repeated in any of your previous 
beamtimes, otherwise you will get an error from the application (Fig. 17). 



 
 



 
 



 
 

- At any time before the data collection you can add a PDB code of your protein for MR 
(Dimple). Go to the tab Proteins&Crystals>List. Go to a protein previously declared 
and click the “Crystal forms” tab. Press the “Structure” button corresponding to your 
crystal form and upload the PDB code (Fig. 23).  

 
- Download your Dimple results from:  

 
 Enter to your ISPyB session in the Home page 
 Go to the data collection of interest (OSC). If Dimple processing worked nicely 

you will find the comment: “DIMPLE results available for EDNA_proc 
DIMPLE results available for AUTO_proc” 

 Click the “Last collected results” tab. 
 Click the autoPROC or EDNAproc processing. You will find the Dimple 

outputs at the “Attachments” section. 
 

- Done! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

TROUBLESHOOTING 

- How can I download a summary of my experiment in .csv format? 
 For the moment this option is not available in EXI, however temporarily you 

can download the .csv summary from the old versión of ISPyB 
(www.ispyb.cells.es/ispyb): Login>Press GO at MX proposal>Press Data 
Collection tab>View collections>Reports (first panel above) 

 


